
Methods, visions and goals
of the class “Introduction to Culture, 
Religion and Politics in the Middle East”



Choose: Greater or 
smaller “Middle East”



WELCOME أھال بك



Ethnic diversity







True and useful insights = like oil. We dig them 
out. Sometimes under the surface, sometimes 
deeper. Not difficult, but sweat-inducing. We look 
for “facts” in: geopolitics, economics, culture, art, 
religion, ethnology, anthropology, psychology, 
science of the spirit, the heart.



Be the serious source you are 
looking for

an incorruptible expert, 

a wise, a seeker

an incorruptible 
journalist, activist, 
practitioner





The truth is simple



Le Tour du Moyen Orient



Childhood in Iran and in Palestine





On the seeker’s path, wise men and fools are one.
In His love, brothers and strangers are one.

Go on! Drink the wine of the Beloved!
In that faith, Muslims and pagans are one.





The Big Three



“Top 8” of probably more peaceful religions 
than the Big Three

ns Bahá'í Faith 6 to 8 million
Iran, UAE, Israel, and Turkey. Founded in Iran in 1863, one 

of the youngest world major religions. 

Zoroastrianism 20,000 in Iran, 190,000 worldwide
Iran. Founded 3500 years ago. It was one of the most 
powerful religions in the world for about 1000 
years. There are 2 deities: Azhura Mazda, who fights for a 
person’s goodness, and Ahriman, who fights for a person’s 
evil. It is up to the individual to decide. 

Samaritanism 800 persons, closely affiliated religion with 
Judaism. “We are the real Jews.”

Druze faith 100,000 in Israel, 700,000 in Syria
Incorporates Jewish, Christian, Gnostic, Neoplatonic and 
Iranian elements. Believe in reincarnation.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahriman


Top 8 (2)
Ishikism
Rejects its Islamic roots, is found in Turkey. Identify 
themselves with every type of esotericism in history. 
Alevism is the oldest religion in the world, that has 
changed shapes throughout time, a main source for all 
other religions and beliefs in the world.
Mandeanism 60,000 and 70,000. Reject Jesus and 
Muhammad and view Christianity and Islam negatively, but 
revere Adam, Abel, Seth, Enosh and Noah. 
Ethnoreligious community, which doesn't allow conversion.
Shabakism 60,000 (Shabak people 100,000 to 500,000)
Northern Iraq. Similar to orthodox Islam and Christianity. 
Yazīdī 100,000
Iraq, Syria, and Iran. Fusion of Zoroastrian, Manichaean, 
Jewish, Nestorian Christian and Islamic elements. They do 
not see themselves as descendent from Adam and 
maintain segregation from the rest of the population 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manichaeism


Religious groups in 
Lebanon

Powder keg?

Or too many to 
fight each other?





54 Samaritans 



Scratch the surface and you will 
see unexpected things!



For example elephants in the 
room. See and accept them.



Crude petroleum exporting countries



Crude petroleum importing countries



We will search and eat healthy and 
unprocessed food = simple way of thinking 

which is difficult without the right habits



Understanding the Middle East is understanding 
our species; its past and future; the clash of 

civilization and nature; yourself.



Smart minds, not smart phones



1993? Pretend it is 51,993 BC. 
Reconstruct the universal language. 

Count to 5. Count to 12.



Watch your thoughts; 
They become your grades.



The golden midway of teachability



Take notes 
All the time
Into one and the same non-electronic note-book
Might be unusual, “Western” style, to directly 
express thoughts, expose them, yourself, 
verbalize everything.
Notes: short way, highlights, unclear, important, 
weird things. 
It helps staying awake and concentrated. Spirit, 
mind, body in motion.
1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a etc. files after each class
Merge the teacher’s files with your own notes 
made of what you have experienced in class and 
after (seen, heard, thought, felt).



Creating arguments 
with the AAA method (rrr check)

Astonishment: amazing, strange, 
unexpected, how is this possible? 
Associations: Somehow similar to …! 
Why does xyz come into my mind? 
Allegorical, not literal meaning
Analogy: If A to B, then C to D? Why 
not? Under the condition that…

(Then rationality rejects unsafe references!)



Read and write approach: paste the 
source into a file and develop it, read 

the source while writing comments and 
marking with colors or otherwise.



Read, write, and send approach: 
4 assignments. Units 0 to V



Roundtable debates



The noble 
debate

AAA method of producing arguments
Keep them depersonalized
Keep the sources as pure as possible
Repeat the other’s argument (shortly, but 
without alteration and distortion). 
If not rejected, carry out your argument



Poison alert: 7 favorite biases 
and logical fallacies. Reject!

False dilemma (wrong choice of A or B!)
Strawman argument (“A” instead of A)
Ad hominem (attacking the person)
Quoting out of context (Cutting quotes, cherry 
picking), anchoring (first impression rules) 
Relativism (playing on the difficulties with 
perception of proportions, omitting main facts)
Traduttore – traditore (translation distorts!)
Political correctness (labels, mind corruption, 
herd instinct, fear, Stockholm syndrom, 
commitment bias, ridiculisation, disreditation of 
dissenting views, denialism, credo quia 
absurdum)



Double nature of symbols in the 
holographic universe model.



World = Word
The world according to science = a 
measurable and observable object, waiting 
for fully grown subjects to consume itself
The world according to traditional 
understanding = language, thought, inside 
is outside, what you seek, seeks you, the 
rest is beyond understanding

Our task: conciliate matter, mind, and 
spirit. Understand why we are on the side 
of “science” even without doing science.



Open mind = rationality plus 
wisdom / intuition, experiments 

plus personal experience 





The uniforming power of 
organized faith. 

Find three differences!





Scientism is 
just another 

belief system



Middle East = Riddle of the Beast 
Total insanity. All these wars, oil 
madness, violence, hypocrisy, luxury, 
poverty, religious terror, tribalism, 
imperialism, globalism, whatever-ism!

Mirroring the world’s insanity. Since 
when? Progress and regress.

Or does the world project its own evil 
onto that region? Pumping out oil, 
pumping in weapons. Divide, destroy and 
rule. And use them as migrant weaponry.

Or does the ME deliver the keys out of 
insanity? Beating one insanity with 
another insanity in the sake of salvation? 
Leading back to the roots for radical 
remedies? Showing past and future.



Who could benefit from pushing us to
Armageddon?



Danger and salvation are two 
wings on one bird



Just look from outside the box, as if 
you were not part of any group…



Except of the group of living 
beings, infinite consciousness, 
having experiences on earth



Applied AAA
Rumi, sounds interesting, should check who he, 
she or it is. 
In what language did he write? 
How is “God” and “myself” expressed in his 
language? Invisible “things” tend to be expressed 
very differently, in broader or narrower notions.
Google calls his verses “quotes”. When someone 
loves, does he write quotes? 
Maybe we should write “love”, not love?
“And so on”. Then insert it into a file (weekly file 
or separate source file). Add some pictures to 
make it stick to your memory as something 
unique and personally created.



Logos > Mythos > Mysterion
Trinity of struggling concepts. Guess what 
oppresses the other?
“Culture is the effort to hold back the 
mystery, and replace it with a 
mythology.”
– Terence McKenna
“Unexamined cultural values & limitations 
of language have made us unwitting 
prisoners of our own assumptions.”
– Terence McKenna



Passport control, 
mind control?





Clash of civilizations? How do you interpret 
this image? What does it reveal about the 

worldview of its author?





What can 
statistics tell us?



There is No AL Qaeda
The truth is there is no Islamic army or terrorist 
group called AL Qaeda. And any informed 
intelligence officer knows this. But there is 
propaganda campaign to make the public believe 
in the presence of an identified entity representing 
the devil only in order to drive TV watchers to 
accept a unified international leadership for a war 
against terrorism. The country behind this 
propaganda is the US…

- Robin Cook



2 + 2 = 5
“Freedom is the freedom to 
say that two plus two make 
four. If that is granted, all 
else follows.”
― George Orwell,
19841984

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/153313




Islam = good, 
Islamism, Wahabism = bad?

Does Islam promote violence 
and evil?

Only 100 out of 6200 verses in 
the Holy Quran favor violence. 
This is very little, relatively.
But relatively to what?
http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=uovcc6sDAdU

Talk about the concept of religion

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uovcc6sDAdU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uovcc6sDAdU


Mainstream or alternative media. What is 
worse? Does the Internet free or enslave us? 
Controlled or uncontrolled opposition, how to 

check the difference?









Not allowed? Come on. We are allowed. 
We just don’t want to criticize our rulers! 

It is hard enough for them. And if angered 
they could take away their allowance.



Good media inspire 
to explore the 

structures, letting 
the people speak





Preaching water, drinking wine. 
Which are the top 5 weapon 

exporting countries in the world?





Iran–Iraq war 1980-1988: 1 million killed
Researching about the Gulf wars, you can notice 
how much the Wikipedia entries differ from 
language to language. For the Iraq-Iran war you 
will find only in German (and a bit in Polish) details 
about the weapon deliveries from many (not 
morally) "developed" countries which made it 
possible to extend the war from 1980 to 1988. Not 
even in Arabic. (1982 exhausted, they would have 
had to stop the war.) 
Unimaginable cynicism and criminal energy
Need to study the whole picture, the system, in 
order to see the trap. All are victims, those 
subjected to wars, and those who “unwittingly” 
create them. Physically and mentally. We.



Mackinder: the Heartland theory. The 
Word Island as the natural power 

center. Island empires have to 
destabilize Eurasia. Divide et imperia.



Critical thinking test
Usually, we regard the Americas not 
as an island. But England, 
Madagascar, Bali, the Easter Island, 
Iceland etc.
By the way, what was the biggest 
island in the world before the 
discovery of Australia?



YES!!! Australia! 
Erase racism in your head!



“We are not an empire…”





USCENTCOM: Another name for 
Middle East, maybe more correct



Countries against ISIS (red). So 
much power of good cannot 

contain so little power of evil?





A contagious disease



://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_falseflag29.htm





Syria. A civil war? A proxy war? 

-=Control=-

Government
Rebels
Kurds
Al-Nusra
Islamic State





Saudi Arabian saying, undated 
"My father rode a camel. I 
drive a car. My son flies a 
jet-plane. His son will ride 
a camel."

Between 1965 and 2004, an 
estimated 123 billion tonnes of oil 
were used worldwide. For every 
person alive in 2002, 19.7 tonnes of 
oil were used over this 40 year 
period.



Oil prices and profitability 



Oil price of past 70 years and my 
humble prediction one year ago



1945. Nag Hammadi





Coptic cross



Comparative mythology: the 
Son/Sun of God thesis. But beware 

of “parallelomania”!



They knew it all







Dia-gnosis



Test your critical thinking: an audacious 
thesis and its argumentation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mORASpVdUYk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mORASpVdUYk




Passio (14.20) cuts the quote into 
half, thus making it more globally 

conspirational.



Seek three differences!



“Energetical origin of the seal of 
Solomon, where spirit and body meet. 
Therefore they are after your mind, in 
order to delink spirit and body. War on 

consciousness, war on you.”







What was so bad about it? We 
need a whole-brain-education.







As above 

So below





Pathocracy, Kakistocracy
“So-called conspiracy theorists…often imagine that 
secret societies of Jews, Jesuits, bankers, 
communists, Bilderbergers, Muslim extremists, 
papists, and so on, are secretly controlling 
history….and/or threatening to take over the world. 
As a leading “conspiracy theorist” according 
to Wikipedia, I feel …qualified to offer an alternative 
conspiracy theory which, like the alternative 
conspiracy theory of 9/11, is both simpler and more 
accurate than the prevailing wisdom: The only 
conspiracy that matters is the conspiracy of the 
psychopaths against the rest of us.” 
Dr. Kevin Barrett, co-founder of the Muslim-Christian-
Jewish Alliance for 9/11 Truth, has taught English, 
French, Arabic, American Civilization, Humanities, 
African Literature, Folklore, and Islam.





From relative to absolute values, from the 
logos/myth matrix to the mystery of life

Drilling process: 
First we encounter 
the gas and oil of 
utilitarianism and 
moral relativism. 
Deeper what we 
really need to 
survive: 
knowledge of the 
absolute and life



For further explorations: AI vs. humankind
5 minutes on relativism: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SE5khMZCdGg
20 min. on the impact of the Artificial Intelligence
problem. Connection between origins of life, plants, social 
organisation and the current NWO agenda of pushing 
forward the Cloud, the next generation of Internet. 
TERENCE MCKENNA - UFO: The Inside Outsider
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crVV7mFBfBg&ebc=ANy
PxKrFzTG6wwwRv6r02SF9lxn-
1pcwnBymzt9H6ut188Y_F0CBck2_iUrkcbVJWaoRv4x0BdTF
NYuQ3QPIN3mkjWzTangTuw
David Icke Exposes Secret Of The Migrant Wave
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEpRfQhndf4
Link between the Middle East, Europe and the globalisation, 
transhumanism. David Icke and Alex Jones are very 
contested in the alternative movement, so carefully! 
Perhaps yet they have important information. Always check 
by resonance with your own experience.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SE5khMZCdGg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crVV7mFBfBg&ebc=ANyPxKrFzTG6wwwRv6r02SF9lxn-1pcwnBymzt9H6ut188Y_F0CBck2_iUrkcbVJWaoRv4x0BdTFNYuQ3QPIN3mkjWzTangTuw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crVV7mFBfBg&ebc=ANyPxKrFzTG6wwwRv6r02SF9lxn-1pcwnBymzt9H6ut188Y_F0CBck2_iUrkcbVJWaoRv4x0BdTFNYuQ3QPIN3mkjWzTangTuw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crVV7mFBfBg&ebc=ANyPxKrFzTG6wwwRv6r02SF9lxn-1pcwnBymzt9H6ut188Y_F0CBck2_iUrkcbVJWaoRv4x0BdTFNYuQ3QPIN3mkjWzTangTuw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crVV7mFBfBg&ebc=ANyPxKrFzTG6wwwRv6r02SF9lxn-1pcwnBymzt9H6ut188Y_F0CBck2_iUrkcbVJWaoRv4x0BdTFNYuQ3QPIN3mkjWzTangTuw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEpRfQhndf4


For the even more curious: My top ten of 
inspiring sources to be found on YouTube

Terence McKenna
Rupert Sheldrake
David Icke
Douglas Adams
Aldous Huxley 
Anna Breytenbach
Johan Oldenkamp
Mark Passio
Bill Donahue
Thomas and the other writers of the Gnostic 
Gospels found in Nag Hammadi. 
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